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ond, the short-time dynamics of all the simple
fluids over remarkably large ranges of density
and temperature are quantitatively described by
Eq. (1) which should serve as an important bench-
mark for theories of the dyna, mics of dense fluids.
Third, the phenomenon of melting has a negligi-
ble effect on the short-time dynamics~n marked
contrast to the large discontinuities it causes in
static properties. Fourth, the measured scatter-
ing efficiencies have confirmed recent theoreti-
cal estimates for the solid and provide insight
into the mechanisms of nonlinear optical effects
in simple condensed media.

We are grateful to Dr. ¹ R. Werthamer for
helpful discussions.
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We observed the light emitted along a direction 45' from the beam axis when a Nd-glass
laser (frequency ~p) was focused on a solid target. Quite intense lines were found with
frequencies 2p, 2p, 2~p. The lines at 2~p and 2~p are broadened on the low-frequency
side only. Their occurence and broadening may be related to parametric excitation of
waves.

Parametric excitation of ion acoustic and Lang-
muir waves, already observed with microwaves, "
has been suspected to play an important role in
the high-flux interaction of laser light with mat-
ter. On the other hand, harmonic generation in
a plasma has been evidenced either with micro-
waves in the presence of a magnetic field4' or
with laser light. ' The former effect was due to
the vicinity of a hybrid resonance whereas the
latter was a.ttributed to nonlinear electron con-
duction. '

Observation of the coupling between the two
mechanisms will be reported here, the driving
frequency being in the optical range.

The experimental arrangement is sketched in
Fig. 1. It was partially described in another pa, —

per. ' Spectral observations were made using a
Czerny-Turner grating spectrometer with a mean

ectrometer

trigger Nd glass laser

ce II

calor i meter

F1Q. 1. Experimental setup.

0
dispersion of 8 A/mm in the first order. For re-
cording in the visible range we used a multichan-
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neltron image amplifier (IA) fitted with an S 20
photocathode. Its maximum gain is l0'. For
wavelengths greater than 1 pm, we use a 50 CVP
photomultiplier tube (PM) connected to the spec-
trometer by an optical fiber. By means of an ap-
propriate triggering the image amplifier was
synchronized with the laser pulse and operated
during 50 nsec. The solid hydrogen target is a
stick with a square (1mm&&1 mm) cross section.
The laser pulse generated in a rotating-prism
oscillator is tailored by an additional Pockels
cell. Amplification through a five-rod cascade
provides pulses with a 1-G% peak power, a 15-
nsec half-width, and a leading edge shorter than
5 nsec. The focusing lens is plane aspheric:
f =50 mm and angular aperture f/1. Under these
conditions, electron densities of 10"-&0"cm 3

and temperatures of a few hundred electron volts

are reached during the leading edge of the pulse.
They prevail for at least the following 5 nsec as
indicated by oscillograms of the reflected light.

It is expected that the density gradient, which

always exists in such a plasma, plays a major
role in harmonic or subharmonic" generation.
In order to determine the transverse waves which

might be subsequently excited, we use the cold-
plasma equations. This approximation is valid
since in all laboratory experiments for the v's
and 0's involved, the thermal velocity v, h of the
electrons is such that k ~ v, h«~. Furthermore,
we will restrict ourselves to a small region close
to a. given point xo, I r —ro! always smaller than
the electron excursion in the applied field. Then,
expanding with respect to the formal small pa-
rameter & which we eventually set equal to 1, the
electron velocity and the density of the inhomog-
eneous plasma are (e/m&uo=n)

vo = v, ~'~+ vo~'l+ v, ~'~ = —oE, sin(&u, t —k, ~ r) —e (n~/4c)(Eo && Bo) cos (2&sot —2k, r)

+e'(o. '/24c')(E, &&8,)x B, sin(3&rot —3k, r),

n, =N~(1 —(o. /vo) rl E, cos(coot —k, r) —e(n'/8&a, c) q ~ (E,x B,) sin(2m~t —2k, r)

+e' j[r —(n /72c vo)(EO&BO)&Bocos(3(sot —3ko r)]), (2)

where E, and k, are the amplitude and wave vector of the applied field, respectively, No is the unper-
turbed ion density, and g=N, VnI„-„ is the density gradient at r,. In the expansion of v, the term in

0
2&so is of the order v/c. However, since in our experiment q is almost perpendicular to Fo, one may

safely assign the same order of magnitude to the terms in ~0 and 2coo in the expansion of no.

The cold-plasma equations are the same as in the work of Montgomery" and solved by means of the
multiple time-scale expansion, "'3

The first term on the right-hand side of (1) is of course the zeroth-order solution. The higher-order
solutions will include vo

'~ and vo
' which should be simply added to the velocities given below. If we

perform a space and time Fourier transform (denoted by a hat)the , first-order equation for F. is ob-
tained in the form DE, =0 and the condition D(&u„k, ) =0 yields the dispersion relation. Since in our ex-
periment one has v, &v, h, k ~ v, has been neglected throughout the calculation. If we disregard hence-
forth the longitudinal part, the first-order solution is (o., =e/m&u, )

F-, = 2Re $A, exp[ i (&u,t —k, ~ r) ] + B,exp[ i (&u,t + k, ~ r )]j,
5, = 2 to. , Im (A, exp[i(~, t —k, ~ r)]+8, exp[i(&u„t+k, r)]),

where A, and B, are functions of t, which we determine by going to second order. The Fourier trans-
form of the second-order equation for E is

DE +S. (4)

Now, we are interested in frequencies close to w~. It is well known that if Eo is high enough, para-
metric excitation of ion acoustic and Langmuir waves will occur. ' '" The ion density oscillates with

frequency , and the electron density with frequency ez = v, —, . Then we may replace N, by the
phenom enolo gical expression

N, [1+q, (O, ) + q~ (~, —0,)],
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where q, and gL are periodical perturbations of zeroth order with respect to the expansions in g or &.

If we keep only the terms leading to lowest order harmonic and subharmonie generation,

S = fdt d k exp[i(k r —~t)] (A(v, &u„, k, k, ) + t(o /8cuo')e~' q ~ (E,x B,)(1 +71~ + rt ) sin(2u, t —2k, r)v,
—4mieNoq ~ [r —(n'/72c'~, )(Eox B,)&Bcos(3&@,t —3k, r)](1+qq+7l, )v, ~'~+ ~ ~ ~ ), (5)

The right-hand side of (5) leads to 5 functions of frequency and wave-vector combinations:

5(u) —(u, ) 6(k —k, ),

6((u —3&v, + &, +(u, ) &(k —2k, —kg+ k, ), 6((u —2(u, + &,) 6(k —2k, + k, ),

6(u& —wo —0, +u&, ) 6(k —k, +k~+k, ).

(6)

(d~ = 2(3h&0 —Qq), 2k(2(do —~20') = 2ka+kg, (8) width of the broadened part is almost the same
on the wavelength scale. This gives a b, &u twice
as large at 2&@0 as at 2&@~, in agreement with (8)

(g) and (11). It was checked that the broadening can-
not be explained by a Doppler shift due to the gas
dynamic motion of the laser-created plasma. The
intensity at 2~, is larger than at 2coo. This might
come from the direction of the density gradient,
which is roughly parallel to the laser-beam axis.

The present experiment shows that harmonic

and the condition on the coefficient gives

A, =a, exp(y, t, )+a, ' exp( —y, t, )

with growth rate

y, = (n/16c(u02)(v~2 q ' (Eo& Bo)8„,

SL being the amplitude of the perturbation due to
the Langmuir wave. By the same token one may
have more growing modes such as

Possible modes (v„k,) make D vanish. Therefore, the coefficient of the corresponding term in the
right-hand side of (5) should also vanish in order to get a finite solution for (4). Associating (6) with
the first element of the set (7) one should have

(u, = —,'((u, + 0,), 2k( —,'(o, + —,'&, ) = k, + kL.

(u, = 2(@0+Q„k(2(so+ 0,) = 2ko+ k„ (11)

(12)
f (LoG)

Since ko = kL + k„by virtue of a dispersion rela-
tion of the usual plasma type, one cannot have
2k(2~, —20, ) =k(2to, +&,). Thus, in the case
(11), only the wave (2wo —&„2ko —k, ) is allowed.
The wave near 2co, cannot be excited at points
where ~~=co„but at lower densities where little
effect of parametrically excited longitudinal waves
is expected.

Now, lines are actually observed with frequen-
cies around 2~„2~„and 2~,. These lines build
up during the leading edge of the laser pulse,
reach their maximum at the incident peak power,
and afterwards decay faster than the incoming
light. The accuracy of the time measurements
is 2 nsec. Each time-integrated spectral profile
of the lines at 2v, and 2', is recorded in a single
shot with the image amplifier, whereas the line
at &no needs several shots to be recorded with
the photomultiplier. The profiles are plotted in
Fig. 2. The incident radiation is composed of
about 45 lines spaced 0.95 A apart. The envelope
is nearly symmetrical with 30 A half-width.

None of the observed lines are polarized. Pro-
files of lines at 2+0 and 2~0 are asymmetric and
broadened towards lower frequencies only. The
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FIG. 2. Spectral profile of the three observed har-
monics plotted versus the wavelength shift from the
central wavelength. (a) 2p harmonic; {b) 2~p har-
monic; (c) 2p harmonic. Vertical scales are arbitary.
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generation and line broadening may depend on

both the density gradient and the parametric ex-
citation of longitudinal waves. The high-frequen-
cy part of the spectrum of ion acoustic waves is
thus directly visible. Detailed temporal behavior
of the harmonic lines is under investigation.

The authors are indebted to J. I. Bocher, J. F.
Mengue, and G. Pantigny for technical assistance.
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Refraction by the Electromagnetic Pump of Parametrically Generated Electrostatic Waves~
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In certain ionospheric and laboratory parametric-decay-instability experiments, purnp-
dependent refraction modifies the nature of the instabilities. In the ionosphere, electro-
static waves can be trapped in the gradients of the high-frequency pump. In the labora-
tory the refraction, and hence the convective nature of the instability, is determined
completely by the pump. These simple examples suggest that pump-energy absorption
may be enhanced by tailoring the pump profile to create a nonconvective instability.

Parametric plasma-wave generation by electro-
magnetic waves frequency-matched to the elec-
tron plasma frequency has been detected from
microwave irradiation of the & region of the iono-
sphere, ' ' and plays a major role in laser-pellet
interactions. One feature common to all three
configurations is a plasma density gradient,
which localizes the parametric amplification re-
gion. Perkins and Flick' argue that propagation
out of the pump-plasma wave of the frequency-
matching region limits wave amplification and

pump energy absorption. They consider only the
influence of plasma gradients upon wave propaga-
tion. However, in the frequency-matching re-
gion, the real part of the plasma wave frequency,
as well as its imaginary part, depends upon pump
amplitude. Then, since pump gradients are much
stronger than plasma gradients, a small-ampli-
tude pump may modify wave propa, gation. We dis-
cuss two examples of pump-dependent refraction.
For a pump matched to the peak +-region iono-

spheric plasma frequency, the local plasma den-
sity gradients are weak, and the pump amplitude
oscillates many times within the amplification re-
gion. A pump near instability threshold can
"trap" electrostatic waves in its gradients, and
so induce a nonconvective instability. In labora-
tory plasmas (T,/T. »1) the parametrically gen-
era, ted modes have an ion-acoustic nature, whose
refraction is due only to the pump, w1~en T, is
uniform. Here the spatial gradients of the pump
amplitude matter less than those of the resonant
coupling to the pump. Most unstable modes are
weakly convective, but some can be trapped at
appropriate locations within the resonant-cou-
pling region.

We will consider one-dimensional plasmas with
density gradients, pump propagation, and pump-
power variations along z only, with the pump
electric field E„of frequency &„polarized in
the y direction of a Cartesian coordinate system.
The Hamiltonian equations of motion of a wave


